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How to set up the beta version of the UserLock 

agent for Windows Vista? 
 
 

In Windows Vista the GINA technology was removed so a new version of the 
UserLock agent was needed in order to manage user sessions on these computers. A beta 
version of the Windows Vista agent is now available. You can download it from the 
following link: 
http://www.isdecisions.com/download/ULAgentVista.msi 

 
This beta version of the agent is designed to work with UserLock 3.53 so you first 

need to upgrade to this new version of UserLock. 
Currently you will not be able to deploy the Windows Vista agent with UserLock. The 

ability to deploy the Windows Vista agent and the final release of the agent will be 
released with UserLock 4 available in March. 

 
Before installing the agent on Windows Vista, you should configure the Windows 

Vista firewall to let the UserLock server deploy its network address on the Vista 
computer. If the firewall was already configured for all your Windows XP SP 2 
computers through group policies, you just need to also enable the rule “Allow ICMP 
exceptions” in the group policy and select the exception “Allow inbound echo request”. 

All other firewall rules to configure are explained in the document Windows XP SP 2 
firewall configuration. You can download this document from the following link: 
http://www.isdecisions.com/download/userlock/Windows%20XP%20SP2%20firewall%20and%20UserLock.pdf 
 

You should also take care that the remote registry service is started on the Windows 
Vista computer and configured in automatic start mode. 
 
   When you get Success as last check status for the Windows Vista computer in Agent 
distribution you can execute the msi package ULAgentVista.msi on the Windows Vista 
computer in order to install the agent. 
 
If you have any issues with the beta version of the Windows Vista agent please contact us 
at support@isdecisions.com 
 
Known limitation: The version 3.53 of UserLock will consider sessions on Windows 
Vista as terminal sessions in reason of the fast user switching feature. This limitation will 
be fixed in UserLock 4. 
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